


Welcome to world of NS by Noof a world of whimsical beauty and wonder – where she invites us to live the tale of Luna – a confident, 

courageous and playful woman that immediately gets fascinated by the bejeweled bags which seem to share the same strong energy as 

her own. Luna’s love for everything beautiful is echoed as she falls in love with the creations of NS by Noof and their magnetic charm. Her 

journey starts when Luna is sitting on the moon, and Shoug captures her eye, as she reaches to touch it she starts to fall from the sky and 

in love. As she falls, she passes by a vibrant collection of Gama bags. Luna tries to catch one, of course, but gets distracted by the beautiful 

one of a kind Croco bag and wants it to herself. She falls further and deeper in love, but before she could understand, she was holding the 

Mimi bag in her hands, and Luna starts to drift through the iridescent skies. With NS by Noof by her side she feels invincible, not afraid 

to jump, fly and be herself. Luna embraces these beautiful treasures that are not for any woman – but a woman who is ready to shine and 

stand out in a world where the impossible is always possible – a world of Sheer Fantasy.



shoug
Timeless elegance with a modern twist, this octagonal hard-shell 

leather minaudière is encased in an intricate 18k plated brass paneling 

inspired by abstract architectural motifs. The style is accentuated 

with a stand-out clasp encrusted with two semi precious stones, and 

features an 18k plated brass link tassel, and detachable/hideaway 

shoulder chain. 



loli
The epitome of glitz and glamour Loli is a diamond shaped minaudière 

framed in 18k gold or platinum plated brass, sides come in a variety of 

leather or clear perspex. The mini detachable wrist chain with a semi-

precious tumbled stone makes it easy to carry to events.



daisy
Inspired by the 1920’s, Daisy is a clutch with Art Deco lines made from 

18k gold and platinum plated brass and a smooth nappa leather interior. 

The bezel mounted closure features two semi-precious stones and a 

detachable 18k plated brass link chain.



mimi
This sassy minaudière encapsulates the brand's stamp of excellence 

and ingenuity. Mimi octagonal shaped clutch features a hard-shell 

casing covered in leather with an 18k plated brass frame, and a raised 

central panel of perspex. It includes a luminous gemstone accented 

with a voluminous 18k plated brass tassel that creates a graceful fluidity 

of movement that will add a spring to your step.



karma
This stunning, slender, asymmetric design typifies the sleek glitz 

and glamour of the jazz age. The Karma crossbody features a leather 

interior encased in an 18k plated brass frame with a hideaway link 

chain and the brand’s signature tassel accented with a hand-cut, semi-

precious gemstone. Its petite size fits a phone, lipstick and credit card 

for the perfect night out .



noor
This shimmering minaudière was inspired by the mystical mandala, 

perfect in symmetry and balance. It features an octagon 18k plated 

brass frame, with lambskin leather lining and 18k plated brass hideaway 

link chain. The clutch includes the brand’s signature hand-cut, faceted 

gemstone accentuating a chain link tassel.



foo
There’s so much to love about the new chic and crisp Foo bag. 

The mini rectangle shape is made of smooth leather, and features a 

magnetic fold-over flap with two separate external compartments. 

The most notable hardware is Ns by Noof’s signature bag charm with a 

hand-cut, semi-precious gemstone.



gama
This playful mini bag fuses classic craftsmanship with creative kitsch. 

Quirky, classy and quintessentially cool, Gama is an instant head-turner 

seamlessly taking your look from day to night. The new ‘It’ bag comes 

in a large selection of brightly coloured exotic nappa leather 18k plated 

brass twist-lock clasp.



hala
Functional and stylish in design the Hala is the perfect everyday bag. Made 

from supple calfskin, it features a magnetic fold-over flap revealing two separate 

external compartments which includes an additional outside slit pocket on the 

reverse side. This style comes with an 18k plated brass detachable link chain and 

a leather top handle strap. For additional styling the bag is accessorised with the 

signature bag charm with a hand-cut, semi-precious gemstone



croco
An iconic favorite, the classic Croco clutch is made of Grade A 

crocodile leather exterior and smooth nappa leather interior. The bezel 

mounted closure features rare semi-precious stone and 18k gold plated 

brass hardware.



mini zain
This miniature version of the ‘Zain’ envelope bag is the perfect ‘it’ bag. 

The leather exterior is embellished with an opulent gemstone framed 

in 18k gold plated brass. This versatile piece can be worn as a belt bag, a 

cross-body or a hand held mini bag.



dina
Journey through NS by Noofs arm-candy world with this playful clutch. 

Dina is like a ray of sunshine with crystal embellishments for the girl 

who is not afraid to shine.



grace
Inspired by the elegant Grace Kelly, the Grace bag exudes chic 

minimalism from the 1950’s. The crisp and structured everyday 

bag is made of supple calfskin, features a magnetic fold-over flap 

revealing two separate external compartments and a swivel-lock clasp 

embellished with a rare hand-cut gemstone.



zain
An iconic favorite, Zain reinvents the envelope handbag. Crafted in 

luxurious ‘Grade A’ French crocodile leather this collector’s favorite 

features a magnetic fold-over envelope front flap, embellished with a 

rare gemstone. Zain can be worn over the shoulder with a detachable 

18k platinum-plated brass chain, or with a short foldaway crocodile 

leather strap.



samar
The Samar bucket bag combines practicality, clean design and fine 

craftsmanship. The croc embossed leather is secured with an opulent 

gemstone fastening. A classic shaped collector’s edition that never goes 

out of style.



shaikha
This exquisitely crafted, octagonal minaudière stands at the 

crossroads of art, design and craftsmanship. The striking exterior 

is made of an 18k plated brass frame with a swivel-lock clasp top 

embellished with rare antique hand-cut gemstones. It then opens to a 

lambskin interior and a detachable 18k plated brass link chain.



safa
Clarity and purity are at the heart of the Safa design. This transparent 

perspex clutch is framed in an unpolished raw brass with sacred 

geometry designs. The top closure is crowned with a semi precious 

gemstone. It comes in 18k gold or platinum plating.
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